Estimation of marginal or partial effects of covariates x on various conditional parameters or functionals is often the main target of applied microeconometric analysis. In the specific context of probit models, estimation of partial effects involving outcome probabilities will often be of interest. Such estimation is straightforward in univariate models, and Greene, 1996 Greene, , 1998 , has extended these results to cover the case of quadrant probability marginal effects in bivariate probit models.
Introduction
Given a conditional distribution function ! ! " " # ( ) defined on possibly multivariate outcomes y and exogenous covariates x, estimation of marginal or partial effects of covariates x on various conditional parameters or functionals ! ! " ( ) of ! ! " " # ( ) is often the main target of applied microeconometric analysis. In general ! !" " ( ) !" will describe x's effects on conditional means, quantiles, probabilities, and other conditional functionals.
In the specific context of probit models, estimation of partial effects like
where A is a set of outcomes of interest, is often a central focus. Such estimation is straightforward in univariate models for ! ! !"#$% & = ' " ( ) !" , and Greene, 1996 Greene, , 1998 has extended these calculations to quadrant probability marginal effects ! ! !"#$% & ' = ( ' )& * = ( * " ( ) !" , k j =0,1, in bivariate probit models. The first purpose of this paper is to extend these results to the general ! " ! # multivariate probit ( ) is a joint or orthant probability from a multivariate normal distribution.
3 1 See also Christofides et al., 1997 Christofides et al., , 1998 To streamline the analysis and notation the x's will be treated as continuous so that " ! !" " calculus can be used. Discrete x's (e.g. dummy variables or count measures) can be introduced straightforwardly with the understanding that discrete differences in ! ! "#$% & ' = ( ' )***)& + = ( + " ( ) due to ! !" # = $ will be of interest; these can be computed by evaluating ! ! "#$% & ' = ( ' )***)& + = ( + " ( ) at two different values of x j and then differencing. See Stock, 1989 , for discussion of partial effects of interest in policy analysis. 3 Somewhat informally, the paper uses the term "orthant probability" in reference to the vector of binary outcomes y to refer to the probabilities that the underlying latent random variables that map into (continued) Greene's results for the marginal effects in the bivariate quadrant probability (m=2) case are well established, but the analytical formulae describing the general orthant probability result are not evident in the literature. This paper derives the general result, which contains Greene's bivariate result as a special case. While numerical methods like GHK (see Hajivassiliou et al., 1996) are available for obtaining these marginal effects, there may arise computational advantages from calculating analytical marginal effects, the bottom line being that the dimensionality of the cumulative normal that must be evaluated to obtain the partial effect is reduced by one to m--1 if the analytical formulae are applied.
The paper's second main objective is to extend these results in several directions to be described below.
Data and Estimation
The outcomes ! ! " = " # ! " # $ can be thought of as arising in the standard probit context as binary indicators of threshold crossings of latent marginal normal variates:
. The parameters ! ! " = ! " # $%%%$! & # " # $ % and R can be estimated using algorithms like Stata's mvprobit that uses a "full--information" approach (i.e. estimating all elements of B and R simultaneously) with (continued) the observed binary y (see (2) below) occupy any of the 2 m orthants in ! ! " defined implicitly by k. Some additional notation will also prove useful. Let K be the ! "! # " matrix whose columns (arranged arbitrarily) are the 2 m possible outcome configurations k. Let P be a 2 m --element set indexing columns of K having typical indexing element p, so that k p =K .p will denote a particular (p--th) outcome configuration. Subject--specific "i" subscripts will be suppressed unless useful for clarity. 4 This paper does not appeal to a common factor error structure for ! in (2) although it may be that such an assumption would simplify estimation and, ultimately, computation of the marginal effects. simulated maximum likelihood. Alternatively B and R can be estimated consistently using a "limited--information" approach suggested by Avery et al., 1980 , in which, e.g., the ! ! "# elements of R are estimated one--by--one using bivariate probit estimators (e.g. Stata's biprobit algorithm).
5
Which pairwise estimates of B to use in the latter instance is not obvious, but note that even univariate probit estimates of B suffice to obtain consistent estimates of the ! ! " . For present purposes the method of estimation is not of particular concern so long as consistent estimates of B and R are available.
Applications
Why might such marginal effects be of interest in economic applications? In some contexts the sample or population averages of the marginals will be of interest per se for all or some particular k j 's,
for some p or set of p's in P . In practice, a variety of situations arise where understanding how a ! !"
intervention affects the entire pattern of multivariate outcomes (or, possibly, particular patterns of interest) is of central importance. Beyond this, consider an evaluation context where focus is on how a change in some x j (intervention, policy, etc.) affects expected utility through impacting the distribution outcomes y over which welfare is defined. Let utility be ! ! " # $ %&&&%# '
Thus the change in expected utility arising from a change in x is
5 Avery et al. actually discuss use of a GMM approach, but the limited--information idea can also be implemented straightforwardly using bivariate probit MLE.
As such one must know the full conditional joint probability structure and how it varies with x to undertake welfare analysis of interventions in this context. Generally, given consistent estimates of the conditional probability structure ! ! "#$% " = # $ ( ) for all k, then one can use the approach described below to address questions involving the role of varying x's on outcomes defined by ! ! "#$% " = # $ ( ) as well as aggregates over or differences between such probabilities for different k's of interest. Sections 4--7 of the paper pursue this idea in greater detail.
Plan for the Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized in nine short sections. Section 2 derives the results for arbitrary joint distributions. Section 3 presents the specific formulae for the multivariate probit model.
Building on section 3, section 4 derives the marginal effects of probabilities that are conditioned on subvectors of y. Section 5 constructs a count data model on the foundation of an MVP probability structure and derives marginal effects relating to that count data structure, including those for that model's conditional mean. Section 6 considers issues arising when using univariate models' marginals to represent those of underlying MVP structures. Section 7 extends the results of the previous sections to multivariate ordered probit models. Section 8 shows the marginal effects in multinomial probit models to be a special case of those in the MVP model. Section 9 reports a simulation exercise comparing the computational performance of the analytical results obtained here with results obtained using numerical differentiation based on simulated probabilities. Section 10 summarizes.
Results for Arbitrary Joint Distributions
The paper first establishes the main results on marginal effects for an arbitrary joint distribution and then proceeds in the next section to obtain the particular results for the MVP model. Let u= be continuously measured random variables with population joint distribution function ; normality is not assumed at this point. A standard result (or definition) is !
where ! " ### ( ) is the joint density and v j are specific points. Note that (6) can be expressed as:
The partial derivative of ! ! " # $ %&&&%# ' ( ) = " " ( ) with respect to v j satisfies:
For an intuition 6 for (8), note that in the m=2 case the partial derivative w.r.t. v 1 of the function
By recursion, this result generalizes to m>2 by working backwards from the m--th cross partial derivative.
6 Alternatively (8) can be obtained directly using Leibniz's rule for differentiation of integrals whose limits depend on the variable of differentiation. Since , then one can obtain by noting that v j appears in this expression only once, as the upper limit of one integration, so that passing Leibniz's rule into the integral yields
The general sequence of partial derivatives of F(...) is (differentiating w.o.l.o.g. in the order j=1,2,...,m):
Note that the result in (10) is trivial when the v j are mutually independent, in which case all the conditioning arguments are irrelevant. 
Using a standard chain rule for differentiation in conjunction with (8) yields: !
Results for the Multivariate Probit Model
Recall that there are 2 m possible outcome configurations. For each configuration k p , ! " !P , one has a corresponding conditional outcome probability
{ } , and define correspondingly the ! "!" diagonal transformation matrixes
..,2 m , j=1,...,m. Also define for each p a transformation ! ! " " = # " $# " of the original covariance (i.e correlation) matrix R so that Q p is of the form
The conditional--on--x probability of any particular outcome configuration k p is thus given by
where
To obtain the MVP's marginal effects it thus suffices to obtain the particular expressions corresponding to the second line in (12). 
7 Using the transformed matrixes Q in place of the original correlation matrixes R streamlines the exposition since for each configuration p the outcome orthant probability can be described by a joint cumulative rather than by a messy mix of cumulatives and survivor functions. This amounts to a linear change--of--variables operation on ! ! = ! " #$$$#! % " # $ % of the form ! ! " " ! which becomes the effective error structure of model at each p; this transformation works due to the symmetry of ! around the origin.
Given consistent estimates ! " ! and ! " ! , estimation of (15) is complicated only by evaluation of the term
The following result provides the basis of this calculation:
Result: Joint Conditional Distribution of an MVN--Variate, Adapted from Rao, 1973 (8a.2.11)
In the case of interest here,
again with obvious generalization to the distributions of
and an (m--1)x(m--1) diagonal transformation matrix ! !
be computed by referring L jp to ! ! ! """ ### ( ) , which is the cumulative of an (m--1)--variate semi--standardized ! ! "#$ "%! ( ) distribution in which the off--diagonals of ! may be nonzero. In this instance ! is the variance--covariance matrix of ! ! " "# which is in correlation matrix form having typical off--diagonal (r,c)
( ) . Let this matrix be denoted V jp . Assembling all the components, the MVP model marginal effects are given by
For m=2 this is the result obtained by Greene, 1998, p. 298. Greene's result in his notation,
translates in the present notation (and for the k 1 =k 2 =1 case of interest to Greene) into
where p* is the element of P corresponding to the orthant defined by k 1 =k 2 =1. Finally, from (15) it is noteworthy for computational purposes that only an (m--1)--dimension cumulative normal must be evaluated to obtain the marginal effects. This may reduce computational time as compared with fully numerical methods that are based on an m--dimension cumulative. Even though numerical methods will typically be required in conjunction with the analytical formulae presented here, the dimension reduction should facilitate computation; this is particularly obvious with m=3 where functions like Stata's binormal(...) cumulative can be used in lieu of simulation procedures.
Marginal Effects of Probabilities Conditional on Subvectors of y
In the context of bivariate probit models, Greene, 1996 , suggests that consideration of the marginal effects of x on conditional--on--y probabilities, e.g. 
where Q p,b is defined in an obvious way as a submatrix of Q p . Applying the quotient rule gives:
The component partial derivatives in the numerator of the rhs expression are simply the marginal effects described above for the multivariate outcomes y and y b , respectively.
Count Data Models Based on MVP Probability Structures
Empirical analysis sometimes involves use of the scalar sum S of the vector y,
as the outcome measure of interest. 9 The substantive economic, psychometric, or biometric 10 8 In applied studies an explicit formulation of the model of interest as
absent, and this conditional probability may or may not be the parameter whose marginal effects are of interest. See Greene, 1996, for conceptual discussion. Bhattacharya et al., 2006 , assess such models in the context of treatment effect estimation, illustrating their approach in a model of mortality outcomes; Fichera and Sutton, 2011, present such outcomes are numerically well defined and obviously inherit their statistical properties from those of y.
,...,m, and consider the count data probability model defined by
In some instances, analysis proceeds by regression of the outcome measures S defined thusly on x using linear or nonlinear regression, a proper conditional mean model that respects the underlying probability structure of y in (2) and whose marginal effects ! ! !" # " " # $ % !" consequently also respect that structure. Moreover, such marginal effects can be computed using exactly the same apparatus as described in section 3, as follows.
(continued) might consider weighted sums
; an example of one such index is the Social Readjustment Rating Scale (Holmes and Rahe, 1967) .
10
A prominent biometric example is allostatic load (e.g. Seeman et al., 2001) in which binary threshold (quantile) exceedances for each of m continuously measured biomarkers are summed to arrive at the comprehensive allostatic load measure. In that measure, m=10 and the threshold quantiles are .75 or .25 depending on the particular biomarker. Such additive measures arise in other contexts as well. For instance, the ratings of U.S. Members of Congress by organizations like the League of Conservation Voters and the American Conservative Union are essentially of this nature. Asset holdings and composition are also sometimes measured in such a manner (see McKenzie, 2005) . 
Of course since
so an equivalent and in some instances more direct representation of the conditional mean is simply as the sum of the m univariate probit marginals. If (2) holds, then any functional form representation of (24) or (25) is a misspecification. It follows from (24) that
The partial derivatives appearing on the rhs of (26) are simply the marginal effects obtained in section 3.
Univariate Representations of Multivariate Probit Outcomes and Counts
In applied work, multivariate discrete outcomes like those under consideration here may be summarized by univariate discrete outcomes that might be defined quite generally according to
where Q ! P is an index set defining a subset of outcome patterns whose entirety is considered for purposes of such analysis to be a "success". Taking such an approach one step further, the analyst may specify that the "univariate" process determining v is given by a probit model, so
where ! ! "
( ) here denotes a univariate cumulative standard normal distribution. While such dimension--reduction or aggregation approaches may be informative for some purposes, it should be emphasized that they fail fundamentally to respect the properties of the underlying probability structure of the multivariate model in (2). That is, the parameters ! of a standard univariate probit mapping like ! ! " = # "! + " > $ ( ) implied in (28) cannot readily be interpreted in terms of the parameters (B,R) in (2); neither is there any straightforward relationship between the marginal effect of x in (28) and the marginal effect defined by summing (18) over ! " !Q . For instance, one obvious version of such a univariate mapping rule assigns v=1 if ! " ! #$ , where ! "# ! $ , i.e. "large"
counts are "successes".
13,14
Given (2) and the count data model defined in (23), the proper marginal effect corresponding to (27) is given by defining ! ! Q = " !P " # # " " $% { } and then summing (18) Some medical diagnoses are rendered thusly. Given m binary indicators of patient conditions or attributes, a disorder is deemed to be present if ! " ! #$ . A prominent example is metabolic syndrome:
The metabolic syndrome is a constellation of interrelated risk factors of metabolic origin ----metabolic risk factors ----that appear to directly promote the development of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD). Patients with the metabolic syndrome also are at increased risk for developing type 2 diabetes mellitus. (Grundy et al., 2005) .
Metabolic syndrome is diagnosed when at least three of the following five biomarkers satisfy particular threshold criteria: waist circumference; triglycerides; HDL--C; blood pressure; and fasting glucose. In this paper's notation m=5 and n*=3. Behncke, 2011 , O'Brien et al., 2006 , and Orchard et al., 2005 are studies involving such metabolic syndrome outcomes. A variety of psychiatric and substance abuse disorders (e.g. ADHD, alcohol abuse, etc., based on DSM--IV criteria) are diagnosed in analogous fashion. Another common situation is n*=m, so that the binary criterion for a "success" is
In some contexts designation of a particular health or disability status is made only if an individual satisfies all of a set of binary criteria. For a child to be considered disabled and eligible for Supplemental Security Income under U.S. Social Security Administration rules, for example, s/he must meet all these criteria: must not be working and earning more than $1,000 a month; must have a physical or mental condition, or a combination of conditions, that results in "marked and severe functional limitations"; and the child's condition(s) must have lasted, or be expected to last, at least 12 months, or must be expected to result in death. (http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/10026.html, accessed Nov. 11, 2011) 14 Geronimus et al., 2006 , use such an approach with allostatic load outcome measures as described earlier dichotomized (0--3 vs. 4--10) and analyzed accordingly in regression contexts.
Multivariate Ordered Probit Models
Marginal effects for multivariate ordered probit model (see Greene and Hensher, 2010, chapter 10) are straightforward to compute using essentially the same algebra as derived in section 3 for the multivariate binary probit model. To begin, assume that (2) 
with ! !" = µ " # < µ $# < %%% < µ &# = +" . As such there are (g--1) free threshold parameters
where ! ! """ ( ) is a univariate N(0,1) density.
16 Analogous to the definition of K, define the ! "! # " matrix C whose columns are the g m possible outcome configurations c, and let C be a g m --element set indexing columns of C having typical indexing element r, so that c r =C .r will denote a particular (r--th) outcome configuration. Thus
Note that (31) will be a sum of signed multivariate normal cdfs (including zeros and ones at lower and
15
Allowing the y j to have assume different numbers of outcomes is straightforward; the assumption of equal numbers of categories across j is made solely to keep notation from becoming unwieldy.
16
Estimation of the m--variate multivariate ordered probit model may be computationally challenging. However, consistent estimates of the parameters B, R, and M can be obtained by estimating bivariate ordered probit models for all ! " ! # outcome pairs ! " # $" % ( ) , analogous to the discussion in footnote 5.
Stata's bioprobit is one such estimation procedure.
upper integration limits), so that marginal effects at any c r will simply be the corresponding sum of the components' marginals. For example, for the trivariate ordered probit model the integral in (31) is
. (32) Like the count data model (23) that arises in the multivariate binary probit model, one can define a count model corresponding to the multivariate ordered probit model. 17 As before let
( ) "$ , and consider the count data probability model:
that has corresponding conditional mean
Partial effects for the count outcome probabilities or conditional mean follow as before, mutatis mutandis. It should be noted that as g and/or m increase, the computational burden ---- in terms of the 17 For example, the CES--D Depression Scale (Radloff, 1977 ) is based on a data structure that might plausibly be described by a multivariate ordered probit model. For a one--week reference period ("During the past week..."), there are 20 questionnaire items ("I was bothered by things that usually don't bother me", "I did not feel like eating; my appetite was poor", etc.) and for each item a frequency dimension ("Rarely or none of the time (less than 1 day )",..., "Most or all of the time (5--7 days)").
Scoring of the CES--D assigns values ! "#$#%#& { } to correspond to higher frequencies for each item, with the overall score being derived as the simple sum of the item scores. In this case there are 4 20 possible outcome patterns, so proper computation of the partial effects is not feasible. Shorter versions of the CES--D based on as few as four items have been proposed (e.g. Melchior et al., 1993) ; computation of marginal effects is more reasonable in such instances. number of multivariate normal cdf evaluations required ----increases rapidly. 18, 19 
Marginal Effects in Multinomial Probit Models
It turns out that the marginal effects with respect to the conditioning covariates in a multinomial probit (MNP) model are special cases of those described above in (18) for the multivariate probit model.
20
This can be shown as follows. A standard setup for a MNP model is to assume that the value that individual i attaches to choice q is given by a random utility model
where w iq are attributes of choice q faced by individual i (e.g. the unit price of choice q), z i are attribute--invariant characteristics of i (e.g. income), ! and ! ! " are parameters, and ! ! "# is an unobservable distributed jointly normally with the other (m--1) ! ! "# . Only pairwise differences in utility matter, so
or, using obvious notational shorthand, Using standard count models like Poisson or negative binomial to model either marginal (univariate) or multivariate ordered outcomes is obviously problematic. Extensions to multivariate contexts of alternative approaches such as those proposed by Machado and Santos Silva, 2005 , in a univariate context may be interesting to consider in future work. 20 Wooldridge, 2010, p. 649, notes: "Theoretically, the multinomial probit model is attractive, but it has some practical limitations. The response probabilities are very complicated, involving a (J+1)--dimensional integral. This complexity ... makes it difficult to obtain the partial effects on the response probabilities..." See Deb et al., 1996 , for an application of MNP to insurance coverage choice.
whose parameterization is discussed below. The behavioral model is that subject i selects the outcome with the largest U ij so that
where the conditioning W i denotes the entire collection of the W ijq . Assuming for the moment that the 
summand, j=1,...,(j--1),(j+1),...,m.
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One computational issue should be noted at this juncture. Normalization of the parameters in a multinomial probit model is in general a complicated matter (StataCorp, 2007, under asmprobit; Cameron and Trivedi, 2005, Section 15.8; Monfardini and Santos Silva, 2008) . Normalizing ! to have a correlation matrix structure is one possibility. If the normalization used results in a structure for ! other than one having a correlation matrix structure, then additional computations may be required to use formulae based on (18); see the discussion appearing between equations (17) and (18) above.
Numerical Results
This section reports on a small simulation exercise designed to compare computational performance of marginal effects using the analytical formulae derived here against numerical probability derivatives that can be obtained using the GHK simulator in Stata's Mata programming language (see Hajivassiliou et al., 1996 , Gates, 2006 . ( For each m, one set of illustrative values is chosen for B and R; these are detailed in Table 2 . The results of the simulation exercise are presented in Tables 3--5 . 22 For each t, the tables show the simulated orthant probabilities as well as the analytical and the fully numerical marginal effects.
While obvious, it is useful to note at this point that
)"P # (39) i.e. the net effect of a change in x on all the orthant probabilities is zero. As such, it should be found empirically that the sum across all orthants of the probabilities should equal one while the sum of the marginal effects across all orthants should equal zero. How the simulated results compare with these benchmarks is one indication of the accuracy of the different computational approaches. Since for m=3 only reference to a bivariate normal cumulative is required to compute the analytical marginal effects, It is not surprising to observe in the tables that as t increases the sum across p of the probabilities approaches one and that the sum of the marginal effects across p approaches zero for each 22 In the interest of space, only the summaries are shown for m=8. The full results for the 256 marginal effects are available on request.
Noteworthy is that the sum across p of the analytical marginal effects approaches zero more rapidly than does the sum of the fully simulated derivatives. In most cases, however, the marginal effects for j=1,...,m are for practical purposes quite similar between methods and across t.
Computation times are reported in Table 6 . 23 The "xb" are generated as U(0,1) variates. For concreteness, this exercise uses sample sizes in the neighborhood of those commonly encountered in applied microeconometric analysis (N=5,000 and N=10,000). At each m, t, and N the computation time differences between the analytical and fully numerical approaches are particularly striking, ranging from approximately four--fold for m=3 and m=4 to roughly twenty--fold at m=8.
Summary
This paper has derived the marginal effects for multivariate probit models of arbitrary dimension m ! 2, thus generalizing a result obtained by Greene, 1996 Greene, , 1998 , for the bivariate probit case, and has extended these results to related contexts of interest in sections 4--8. The formulae for these marginal effects are straightforward to program using Stata's Mata language and its ghk (...) procedure. Beyond elucidating the mechanics of these marginal effects, one obvious advantage of the analytical results obtained here is that they reduce the dimension of the multinormal numerical simulation relative to what is required to obtain fully numerical derivatives.
24
The numerical results presented in section 9 show that use of the analytical formulae versus fully numerical derivatives results in both a reduction in computational time as well as an increase in some dimensions of accuracy. The paper has not addressed issues regarding sampling variation in the estimates of the marginal effects and corresponding inference considerations. It may be that the results derived here point the way to the derivation of a ! ! ""#$%&' estimator of the variance of the estimated marginal effects, but the algebra would be quite messy. If computational power is adequate, bootstrapping would provide a far more straightforward approach even though the results in Table 6 suggest that even under best--case circumstances and for a modest number of bootstrap replications such exercises will likely be time--intensive.
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The exercises are conducted using Mata v.10 on a MacBook Pro notebook computer running Mac OS X v.10.6.4 with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 8 GB of 1067 MHz DDR3 memory.
24
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